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What is ALM Intelligence Pacesetter Research?
•

Pacesetter Research is an independent third-party market research offering
from ALM Intelligence

•

It focuses on issues that traditionally utilize advisory services from a variety of
professional service firms

•

It evaluates providers from the perspective of client issues rather than a specific
capability or technology

•

All firms named in Pacesetter Research reports will be “Market Leaders”, with
certain firms designated as “Pacesetters”

•

This is not a pay-for-play or vanity offering; typically, only 5-8 firms are named
for each topic area

•

Firms are selected in part through recommendations from the Pacesetter
Advisory Council, comprised of both internal & external members, including
GCs, Consultants, ALM journalists, and more.

Consulting

Financial
Advisory

Legal

Professional services providers realize they cannot be all
things to all people. They are restructuring their business
models, joining ecosystems, and innovating to remain
competitive. Buyers find it increasingly difficult to navigate
the market where the traditional boundary markers are
dissolving.

Why are we launching ALM Intelligence Pacesetter Research?
• Changes in buying behavior are creating
demand for services and solutions that
create more value, cost less, and are less
complex to manage

Convergence

• In-sourcing of highly skilled professionals has
resulted in less demand for big ideas and
more demand for business outcomes
• Professional services providers realize – or
are beginning to realize – that they cannot
be all things to all people
• The trend to incorporate risk into the
strategic agenda is accelerating and we
expect risk management will increasingly be
a core demand of professional services1

1. The ALM Vanguard: Strategic Risk Management Consulting 2019

ALM Intelligence believes the time is right for a new way of looking at the B2B
professional services market due to the impact of key trends on patterns of market
supply, demand, behavior, and ways of doing business

Who is the target audience for ALM Intelligence Pacesetter Research?
ALM Intelligence Pacesetter Research takes a platform view of the two-sided market for professional services, providing objective assessments of
service providers and insightful viewpoints on demand trends that help buyers evaluate their options and providers identify business opportunities and
threats.
Value for Sellers
Outside-In
Answers demand for independent, third-party research evaluating providers from the
perspective of client issues rather than a specific capability or technology

Value for Buyers
Navigate Complex Landscape
Develop an ecosystem view of the landscape for professional services and an
understanding of the multiple, overlapping touchpoints that a cross-section of providers
have in a client organization
Procurement Governance

Ecosystem View
Enhances ecosystem view of professional services market, challenging blind spots that
can sabotage strategic and business planning
Market Validation
Provides independent analysis and insight that can be leveraged for marketing activities,
e.g., proposals, press releases, banner advertising
ALM Expertise
Integrates ALM’s expertise in law, consulting, insurance, and financial advisory for
segment strategy analyses in the evolving risk market

Cultivate an understanding of stakeholder priorities across front, middle, and back office
functions for sourcing and contracting professional services; accelerate tendering,
negotiating, and approval processes with insights into providers’ value propositions,
service delivery models, talent, and intellectual property
Third Party Risk
Improve understanding of providers’ networks of business relationships involved in the
creation and distribution of products and services, including the complexity of that
ecosystem and potential conflicts of interest
Pricing Options
Enter contract negotiations armed with knowledge of provider’ pricing models, e.g.,
retainer, flat rate, value-based, traditional time and materials approach, PEPM, or a
hybrid pricing model

THE EVOLUTION TO PACESETTER RESEARCH

The Evolution to ALM Pacesetter Research

2020

Our Historical Capabilities & Deliverables We Are Building On
ALM Intelligence analyzed the consulting industry:
Our customers comprised of buyers and providers of consulting services, spanning the spectrum of small to enterprise-sized
consulting firms and corporate consulting groups, to Fortune 500 companies, government entities, and investment groups that
spend on consulting services.

ALM POV - Management Consulting & Research Methodology

Global Forecast: (4) Regions
North America Forecast
EMEA Forecast
Asia Pacific Forecast
Latin America Forecast
Industry Forecast: (12) Sectors
Aerospace & Defense
Education
Bus & Prof Services
Natural Resources & Power
Con, RE & Hospitality Financial Services
Healthcare
Wholesale & Retail
Public Sector
Communications & Media
Manufacturing
Transport & Logistics

Vanguard Report (34) topics

How Do Our Clients Use Our Research?

REPORT STRUCTURE

How is a Pacesetter Research Report Structured?
There are three main sections of the report that flow from marketplace discussion to the Pacesetters profiles to the
market segment chapters where the Segment Leaders are profiled

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Market Overview

ALM Pacesetters

Market Leaders

Capability Drivers

Market Segment Map

Introduction
Executive Summary
Market Structure
Market Map
Buyer/Seller Relationships

Pacesetter Rankings

Market Segment Analyses

Pacesetter Profiles
Market Leader Profiles

Capability Drivers
The following selected sample pages are from a prototype Cybersecurity Services report

Section 1 – Market Overview
Market Structure

Market Map
Market Segments

The ALM Pacesetters

AXA XL

AXA XL

Primary Practice

Cybersecurity Services

Cyber & Technology, Media and Telecoms

AXA provides cyber and technology liability insurance through its specialty risk division, AXA XL, going to market with a
solutions-oriented approach that combines insurance coverage with a mix of tools, services, and resources to proactively
manage cyber risks. AXA XL delivers on this approach with the help of a broad network of data breach response partners,
including consulting and technology providers, law firms, and public relations agencies.
AXA XL asserts that its cyber policies use terminology and expanded coverage to provide clients with the broadest coverage
possible, including for emerging risks. For example, “outsourced provider” is redefined to include any third party contracted to
do business on behalf of the insured, a definition that significantly expands the range of business interruption triggers covered
by the policy. Cyber insurance is offered globally and designed to protect from risks through agreements that cover network
security, privacy, business interruption, media liability, and errors and omissions.
AXA XL has achieved a reputation for innovation in the insurance industry. CyberRiskConnect, the branded solution for clients
in North America, was launched in 2018 and is continually evolving to help clients proactively manage risk and respond quickly
to events. The solution offers complimentary pre-breach services (e.g., incident and GDPR readiness assessments) during the
first policy year from pre-qualified vendors, including FireEye and Kroll. The service is supported by a dedicated claims team of
experienced attorneys that operates on a 24/7 basis to help clients navigate, respond, and recover from a cybersecurity
breach. Clients also have access to resources and response services through CyberRiskConnect.com. Additional innovations
include:
•

A cyber policy designed for small- and medium-sized U.S. businesses available through a partnership with Slice
Laboratories, an on-demand insurance cloud platform. The policy is discounted to qualified customers who represent a
lower insurance risk based on a security posture assessment.

•

Accenture’s Cyber Incident Response Services for international clients; in the U.S., the service is one of 14 options.

•

A policy for autonomous vehicles that covers specific types of cyber risk, an outcome of its research partnership with U.K.based Oxbotica to develop risk management solutions for autonomous technology products.
Pacesetter Criteria

Pacesetters Impact Score

Business
Model

Value
Proposition

Service
Delivery

Client
Enablement

Brand
Eminence

90

90

87

50

61

87.0

Impact Scale:

None

Low

Moderate

Significant

High

Cyber Insurance Coverage
• Business interruption and extra expense
• Cyber extortion and ransomware
• Data recovery
• Privacy and security liability
• Privacy regulatory defense costs and coverage for any fines and
penalties assessed
• Enhancements (PCI, social engineering, system failure, and
dependent business interruption)
Cyber Risk Consulting
• Cyber security conformity to check compliance levels
• Security by Design
• Cyber security managed systems to define, update or redesign
information security policies
• Multi-risk site evaluations to assess physical infrastructure and
sites of high cyber impact, such as data centers and server
facilities
Third-Party Services
• Call center operations for breach incidents
• Credit and ID monitoring
• Crisis response and communications
• Digital forensics and eDiscovery
• Expert testimony
• Incident response and recovery services (fee and retainer)
• PCI forensic investigations
• Ransomware containment & bitcoin negotiation
• Regulatory response & breach litigation counseling

Very High
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ALM Cybersecurity Pacesetter: AXA XL

How AXA XL is moving the needle
Pacesetter Criteria

Qualitative Assessment

Business Model

AXA XL is mastering the ecosystem business model to deliver a mix of proactive and reactive risk services to clients of its
CyberRiskConnect product, including advanced endpoint protection and security services, privacy awareness training,
compliance assistance, incident response planning, and third-party contract review.

Value Proposition

AXA XL’s core cyber insurance products are underwritten to provide clients with the broadest coverage possible, including
for emerging risks. Also, selected ecosystem services are available at no charge for a limited time (about one year) to
clients that qualify based on an assessment of their organization’s cyber posture.

Service Delivery

AXA XL works closely with its ecosystem partners to provide their underwriters and clients with access to threat
intelligence, risk mitigation, and post-breach services to cultivate more informed decision-making about cyber risks and
improve post-breach outcomes.

Client Enablement

AXA XL’s ability to help clients build a capability for cyber resilience relies on the strength of their ecosystem partnerships,
however, the firm is developing insights and frameworks that incorporate risk management into its claims scenarios to
better communicate how their services build cyber awareness and resilience.

Brand Eminence

AXA XL has achieved a reputation for innovation in its approach to underwriting cyber insurance and leveraging insurance
technology start-ups to distribute its policies downstream (e.g., the middle market) and to specialty markets (e.g.,
autonomous vehicles).
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Baker & Hostetler

Baker & Hostetler

Primary Practice

Cybersecurity Services

Digital Assets and Data Management (DADM)

Advertising, marketing and digital media

Baker & Hostetler goes to market with a business-led approach to information security that positions data as a critical asset of
today’s digital enterprise. The firm entered the market for cyber legal services over a decade ago when it launched a Privacy and
Data Protection team. Through lateral hiring and organic growth strategies, Baker & Hostetler expanded beyond compliance to
offer legal advisory and litigation services in data privacy specific to industries (advertising, healthcare, media), technology, and
transactions. In January, the firm merged these practices into the Digital Assets and Data Management Group (DADM), a global
multidisciplinary practice of 100+ attorneys and technology professionals who provide services aligned to the life cycle of data,
defined by Baker & Hostetler as create-collect-store-use-share-reuse-archive-destroy.
Services are delivered by integrated teams to ensure clients benefit from the practice’s interdisciplinary capabilities in the
business and legal matters of data privacy. Structurally, resources are organized in seven domains that blend expertise in digital
risk advisory, data privacy and compliance, digital asset management, litigation, and emerging technologies. Services are
targeted to c-level and board executives, GCs, strategy and corporate development professionals, CIOs, and CISOs in retail,
healthcare, hospitality, education, and financial services.
Baker & Hostetler stands out for its incident response research and services. Its lawyers have been helping clients manage
breaches for more than 15 years with services that include the provision of pre-incident preparedness and compliance
counseling through a partnership with FireEye Mandiant Solutions. The firm’s annual Data Security Incident Response report
has become a much-anticipated resource for the comparative statistics and insights it offers based on an analysis of the 1,000+
incidents the firm manages each year.
IncuBaker is Baker & Hostetler’s research and development team that collaborates with technology providers to design and
develop tools for the firm and its clients. The team also provides workshops on risk mitigation and advanced analytics and
manages third-party subscriptions to specific analytic applications and machine learning tools such as ROSS, the legal research
engine that leverages IBM Watson’s cognitive technology. IncuBaker conducts research, including the aforementioned incident
response study, and ongoing analyses of 400 legal technology vendors to identify the best solutions for clients’ customized use
cases.
Pacesetter Criteria

National Advertising Division (NAD)
challenges
• Federal & state regulatory
investigations
• Consumer class actions
• Lanham Act litigation
Digital risk advisory and cybersecurity
• Incident response
• Post-incident regulatory defense and
litigation
• Payment card network assessments
• Post-incident security enhancements
• Incident response preparedness
• Security and risk assessments
• Technology contracts
• Due diligence related to transactions
Digital transformation and data economy
• Intellectual property (IP) law
• Technology & IP transactions
• Privacy governance
• Technology transactions
•

Privacy governance and technology
transactions
• Privacy and security counseling
• Cross-border data protection
• Emerging technologies regulation
• Technology transactions
Health care privacy and compliance
• Healthcare privacy and data security,
breach response, and regulatory
defense
• HIPAA compliance
Privacy and digital risk class action and
litigation
• Data breach litigation
• Issuing bank litigation
• Privacy litigation
Emerging technology
• Artificial intelligence
• Data analytics
• Blockchain technologies and digital
currencies
• Internet of things (IoT)

Pacesetters Impact Score

Business
Model

Value
Proposition

Service
Delivery

Client
Enablement

Brand
Eminence

99

85

89

55

78

86.6

Impact Scale:

None

Low

Moderate

Significant

High

Very High
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ALM Cybersecurity Pacesetter: Baker & Hostetler

How Baker & Hostetler is moving the needle
Pacesetter Criteria

Qualitative Assessment

Business Model

Baker & Hostetler models a business-led approach to data privacy and security by combining legal and technology
talent to address the spectrum of risks across an organization’s digital assets. The firm’s research and development
team, IncuBaker, collaborates with technology providers to design and develop tools for the firm and its clients.

Value Proposition

The firm’s value proposition is grounded in an evidence-based approach incident response that is supported by
insights from FireEye that articulate how GCs can collaborate with CISOs to demystify complex incident response
and impact mitigation processes.

Service Delivery

Services are delivered by integrated teams to ensure clients benefit from Baker & Hostetler’s interdisciplinary
capabilities in the business and legal matters of data privacy.

Client Enablement

This is Baker & Hostetler’s lowest score, which is more a factor of law firms’ not providing a breadth of services to
help clients strengthen their cyber resilience, for example, change management or leadership development.

Brand Eminence

Baker & Hostetler leads the law firm peer group in how it leverages it’s experience in research-based thought
leadership, that is, the firm’s annual Data Security Incident Response Report of insights based on an analysis of the
1,000+ incidents the firm manages each year. The report is produced by IncuBaker and used in risk mitigation
workshops that IncuBaker provides to clients.
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ALM Pacesetters
Financial Crisis Management

ALM Financial Crisis Management Pacesetter: Kirkland & Ellis
Kirkland & Ellis

Primary Practice

Financial Crisis Management Services

Restructuring

Kirkland & Ellis has the largest restructuring practice (by headcount) in the world of law firms, with offices in New York,
Chicago, London, Munich, and Hong Kong. The firm represents both debtors and creditors, and while covering an array
of industries has made a name for itself in recent years handling several high-profile retail bankruptcies. Kirkland is also
well known for its Private Equity practice, as well as its municipal restructuring practice.
With 441 lawyers in the firm’s restructuring practice or related practice areas, Kirkland is particularly well known for
complex restructuring and insolvency events, both US-based and cross-border. Kirkland has gone further than most law
firms in creating a single, global approach to restructuring through close regional team cooperation. Restructuring
service areas cover creditors & committees, debtor experience, environmental matters, international & cross-border
insolvency, and out-of-court restructurings. Most events begin with the Restructuring practice but can quickly involve
Kirkland’s securities, debt finance, tax, real estate, litigation, disputes resolution, M&A, and intellectual property practice
areas, with potentially further input from key industry expertise. Like most large law firms nowadays, Kirkland has also
been developing a shareholder activism practice.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 11
Liquidations
Debt finance & restructuring
Project finance
Capital markets & financial restructuring
Private Equity
Transactions & securities
Real estate
Litigation
Pension liabilities
Compensation & benefits plans

The firm brings impressive in-house data analytics capabilities in the form of global discovery and data management
services which facilitate e-discovery, especially for international litigation. This team also takes on an advisory role,
helping clients address data governance issues. Kirkland has also developed an offering focused on helping clients with
legal issues deriving from outsourcing and other third-party technology relationships. Kirkland also maintains a
database of firm representations for trend analysis.
Since 2019, Kirkland has also experimented with alternative fee arrangements for commercial cases, including pure
contingent fees, in a bid to gain a bridgehead in the plaintiff-side commercial market.

Pacesetter Criteria
Business
Model

Value
Proposition

Service
Delivery

Pacesetters Impact Score

Client
Enablement

Brand
Eminence

Financial Crisis Management Service Focus
Impact Scale:

None

Low

Moderate

Significant

High

Very High

Source: ALM Intelligence, 2020

Reactive

Proactive
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ALM Financial Crisis Management Pacesetter: Kirkland & Ellis
How Kirkland & Ellis is moving the needle
Pacesetter Criteria

Qualitative Assessment

Business Model

Kirkland has successfully developed cross-practice collaboration across core offerings (including bankruptcy and
restructuring), paying dividends as the firm expanded into newer markets – e.g., private equity clients

Value Proposition

Kirkland’s expansion into private equity is important as private equity clients have become more sophisticated and have
begun taking on more operational risk alongside financial risk in their portfolios – assuming a greater role in entity
restructurings and liquidations, requiring a more robust approach to financial crisis management

Service Delivery

Kirkland was one of the earliest firms to take advantage of its own data to create an experience database accessible to
all its lawyers with deal data about firm representations (e.g., data on financing terms and the ways buyers allocate the
risk of financing failure). Kirkland created its own analytics to harness this data in a real-time dashboard on each
lawyer’s desk, allowing its lawyers to identify and capitalize on developing trends.

Client Enablement

Kirkland is one of only a handful of law firms experimenting with alternative fee structures and billing models, reaching
beyond traditional rate-card billable hours to explore more success-based engagement strategies with clients

Brand Eminence

Kirkland & Ellis penetrated the private equity world by partnering with client firms to help them create the legal
framework around their growth strategies, while also aggressively recruiting industry-acknowledged top talent
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Section 3 – Market Leaders
There is a section for each professional services segment covered in the report with mini-profiles of each Segment Leader
Market Segments Summary

Market Segment Analyses

Market Leader Profiles

METHODOLOGY & REPORT SCHEDULE

Methodology & Schedule

What is an ALM Pacesetter vs. a Market Leader?
ALM Pacesetters and Market Leaders demonstrate market leadership by their ability to partner with clients to solve business challenges, mitigate risk,
improve operations, and capture market opportunities. ALM Pacesetters are singled out for their ability to respond to a variety of client contexts and
deploy their capacity to create impact in the face of increasingly complex engagements.
Evaluation Criteria
All providers covered in a specific research topic are scored and evaluated against the same set of criteria. Pacesetter and Segment Leader designations are determined by each provider’s
composite score, where a score of 80 and above is required to be named an ALM Pacesetter. Analyst determines criteria weightings and will share with providers during kick-off.
1.

Business Model

Provider's ability to reposition core competencies around new products, services, and
business models to adapt to shifting patterns of market supply, demand, behavior, and
ways of doing business.

1. Scope of services
2. Supply chain
3. Ecosystem

4. Corporate development
5. Innovation

2.

Value
Proposition

Provider's ability to deliver on its value proposition, i.e., the positioning statement that
communicates the benefits and economic value a prospect will receive by purchasing the
provider's products and services over a competitor's.

1. Differentiation
2. Risk management
3. Measurable outcomes

4. Evidence-based design
5. Pricing
4. Project management
5. Enabling tools

3.

Service Delivery

Provider’s ability to mobilize resources and configure assets to serve clients.

1. Solutions design
2. Engagement model
3. Talent & culture

4.

Client Impact

Provider’s ability to help clients effect continuous, sustainable change, mitigate risk,
improve performance, manage risk, and achieve growth.

1. Relationship management
2. Business case development
3. Stakeholder conversations

4. Change management &
capability development
5. Living laboratory

5.

Brand Eminence

Provider’s ability to to leverage brand and marketing strategies to differentiate as an
expert practitioner and thought leader.

1. Thought leadership
2. Intellectual property
3. External partnerships

4. Sales & marketing
5. Case studies

Note: Detailed definitions are available on request from Jim Doyle, Tomek Jankowski, and Liz DeVito

What we mean by “moving the needle” – Business Model
AXA XL is an example of a Provider considered a pacesetter in cybersecurity services because of the mix of
risk services it offers and the ecosystem it has developed to deliver on those services

As part of your cyber insurance policy, you’ll have
access to proactive services, dedicated support, and
flexible coverages
Proactive Risk Services
Risk mitigation through AXA’s network of industry partners
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced endpoint protection and security services
Social engineering and phishing campaigns
Privacy awareness training
Incident response planning
3rd party contract review
Cyber security compliance assistance
Reactive Risk Services
Readiness and Incident Response Services

•
•
•
•
•

Computer Forensics
Data Breach Notification and Call Center Services
Credit and ID monitoring
Expert legal counsel
Public Relations and crisis management

Source: AXA XL website, June 2020 (Link)

Claims Experts
•
•

Dedicated and experienced attorneys who
provide hands-on service through the
entire breach and claims process
Ability to submit data breaches via a 24hour hotline staffed by our claims team

AXA XL’s cybersecurity services extend beyond the
traditional service delivery model for an insurance
provider to include:
•

Insurance coverage

•

Legal advisory (data breach, contract review, claims
processing)

•

Consulting (crisis management, PR, incident response
strategy)

•

Risk (compliance)

•

Managed services (incident response, credit and ID
monitoring, claims processing)

Pacesetter criteria: business model (scope of services,
ecosystem), value proposition (risk management), client
impact (stakeholder conversations)
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What is the research methodology for ALM Pacesetters?
ALM Pacesetters research analysts combine qualitative and quantitative research methods to assess how professional services
providers help clients anticipate, mitigate, and remediate their business risks in the context of specific challenges
Research & Production At-A-Glance
The research and production process for an ALM Pacesetters report spans two
months, although some processes are ongoing

Timing
Editors, Journalists
Intelligence Analysts
Advisory Boards
Data Scientists

Provider Briefings • X
Client References • X
In-depth interviews with • X
thought leaders, recruiting
professionals, others

•
•
•
•

X
X
X
X

•
•
•
•
•

ALM
Experts

ALM’s
Research
Triangle
Primary
Research

Secondary
Research

Legal
Insurance (P&C, employee benefits)
Consulting
Finance
Real Estate

•
•
•
•
•

Annual Reports & Earnings Calls
Management Presentations
Press Releases
Journals
Online Information Databases

Research Process [Team]

Ongoing

Continuous monitoring and evaluation of providers to determine eligibility
for inclusion in an ALM Pacesetters report topic [Pacesetters Advisory
Council, ALM Pacesetters Lead Analysts]

Weeks 1-4

Provider Outreach: notify of selection for inclusion, request briefing and
client references, conduct briefings and client interviews [Sales, ALM
Pacesetters Lead Analysts[

Weeks 5 & 6

Finalize first draft of ALM Pacesetter research report [ALM Pacesetters
Lead Analysts]
Produce ALM Pacesetters research report [Production]

Weeks 7 & 8

Weeks 8 and
beyond

Notify providers of impending release and their status as an ALM
Pacesetter or Segment Leader [Sales, ALM Pacesetter Lead Analysts]
Fulfill sales requests [Sales]
Schedule debriefs with providers [Sales, ALM Pacesetters Lead Analysts]

What are the Pacesetter topics for 2020?
We will be producing six ALM Pacesetters reports on topics that are either risk-focused or that
explore professional services where risk is a key driver of demand
ALM Pacesetters Topics 2020
Topic

1.

Financial Crisis Management

2.
3.
4.
5.

Timing

Summary

Lead
Analyst

Professional services that Identify and manage crisis prevention and monitoring, financial
forensics investigations, disputes and litigation, and financial distress & recovery

Tomek
Jankowski

Cybersecurity Services

Professional services that identify and manage the strategic risks associated with digitization,
including threats to information assets, infrastructure, and applications

Liz DeVito

Regulatory Risk

Professional services that identify and manage the strategic risks incurred when changes in
regulations and law adversely impact the economic value of a business

Tomek
Jankowski

Enterprise Risk Management

Professional services that identify and manage the strategic risks that could prevent the
fulfillment of a company’s value proposition

Liz DeVito

M&A Services

Professional services for executing the acquisition of assets in line with the portfolio and
capital strategy through target identification, due diligence, and integration planning services

Tomek
Jankowski

Professional services designed and delivered to help clients improve their ability to source,
develop, engage, and retain the human resources required to deliver the enterprise strategy

Liz DeVito

September

October

December

6.

Human Capital Services

Note: See Appendix for 2020 Pacesetters research calendar

